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About This Game

Goat Life is an unusual 2D platformer with elements of survival in which you have to go through a variety of levels for a goat.
The goat loves to eat cabbage from farm beds, this led to the fact that farmers placed traps in all fields and now the goat needs

to be careful. Your main task in this game is to collect certain items on the level and avoid contact with the traps. After you
collect all the items on the level, the door to the goat's house opens, passing in which you go to the next level. Be careful,

because the goat has only one attempt to pass the level.
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Title: Goat Life
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Publisher:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Release Date: 25 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 200MB

DirectX: Version 5.2

English
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this game is complete balls i had a 90% off so i though why not waste of the 69p i spent buying this crap i would honestly rather
gauge out my eyeballs before playing this game again. DO NOT BUT THIS GAME!
. I just downloaded and started playing this game and I'm enjoying it a lot so far. Can't wait to keep playing!. Good:
 1. Story. Despite some rough translations, the plot overall is easy to understand and interesting to follow along.
 2. Music. BGM in this game is AMAZING. Probably one of the best out there. Good BGM makes gameplay experience so
much more enjoyable.
 3. Price. Only 12 USD, you cant complain much with this price tag. This game is not meant to be compared to triple A games.

Bad:
1. Graphics and Optimization. Seriously, this game has so much potential of becoming a beautiful game, but they failed. Even
with a decently good PC, sometimes I struggled to get decent frame rates.
2. Translation. I would admit I laughed a few times to some really dumb translation mistakes. I mean, how hard could it be?.
This is one of the hardest tower defence games I have played.
Its tough IMHO and thats why I like it, its not over complicated, but does require you to think tactically as you only have a few
weapon types (7) and they need to be placed well.

If you like TD then add this to your collection. Bit too easy, and playful. Would have expected more serious game, but this'll do.
With just 2 buckazoids you'll have a fun evening helping snails get a new homeworld!
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Shoud be taken out from steam. Total lie about "advanced physics..." Physics not existing! camera controls (not existing) even
you use "c" key to change view it zooms in to bucket or cabin quickly. gave up on 3rd mission. Camera angles makes your spine
get into weird shapes to be able to understand the perspective. all machinery feels like you have 6 v16 engines with nitro put in.
slow movement is not possible. so you ram into your other machinery and tumble it down so easily. got this game for under 1
dollars pn sale but worths less than that. Which non of these is a limitation for the year it has been released. there was a lot of
good physics in any game in around 2014. its purely a bad game.. meh. no mouse support on pc is unacceptable and because of
that controls feel clunky and ruin experience. Other than than it is only fun o play with friends, single player game is more or
less like tutorials, there is not much fun to play it alone, not enough content to keep me entertained in single player game.. If you
got it with the Pre-order it's worth it. Add's a higher degree of Role-play to the game with the extra outfits and weapons. But if
you're thinking of buying it because you didn't pre-order, it's truely only worth it if you want to expand on the outfits\/weapons.
Other than that it's an OKAY DLC, not a great one.. Sadly, this game crashes for me after about 15 minutes of play. I would
love to play it, if the bugs were fixed.. This robot is unreasonably cute.

Also the came controls well, has distinctive and pleasant visuals, and satisfying explosions.. Imagine you're walking along a busy
convention hall and wander past the dedicated indie section of the game stands.

There's alot going on, but one stall catches your attention... a big screen and a few guys stood there. A charasmatic cheeky
chappie on a PA system is explaining the controls to some players before looking around the room.

"We need one more player!" he says with passion equivalent to a herald of the gods on mount olympus declaring the next
ascendant of a mortal.

You turn and raise your hand, can't be that difficult right?

The lads eyes flare into life, "Yes sir. Right this way!" he says, ushering you into the spotlight, the gathering growing crowd
ushering you forwards with applause.

You take the controller, he rushes through the controls.

"Well i'm gonna mess this up" you think fumbling the controls.

The game begins, instantly you scramble to build a ship, "What am I dodging? What am I shooting? Who am I?" you think to
yourself as you're eliminated by the man next to you.

You look to the screen, these guys have you by the tail and you know it. There's no hope for you now. They're weaving, holding
corners, dogding and diving.... How can you beat that?

The round ends, you get back in the game.

Another round, another loss. But you learnt that the green blocks give you power. Should have spotted that earlier right?

You get into it, managing to take out two players, then that one guy gets you again. It's 2 rounds a piece, you're dead last but hey
you're having fun right?

You're dam right, that adrenalines flowing and your palms are ready to give up on that controller but never fear, You're in for
the long haul!

The round starts, if you're going out then you're gonna make sure they know you fought hard to get this far.

One ship down, you're wiedling a comparable star destroyer at this point against the tiny interceptors, you destroy one more of
them as they fall into line. You detach a block as the last intercepter out manouveres you... it's so close, the block swings.
Blocking their stray rocket. A new tactic... You detach two points of your ship as you drop down, the block hits his core and the
ship blows.

The crowd go wild, your friend on the PA shouts in amazement as you take your first point. The crowd thought you were a
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gonner but not today zerg!

The second round begins, you've scared them straight now. they're gunning for you. You get that speed boost, dodging your
buddies rocket. Too predictable.. you dive into the gun and let loose a fire storm, he's always gone for power over speed. it's
finally let him down, he hasn't got the skill to dodge your rockets. He falls. The PA goes nuts, you pick up his cannon and begin
covering fire. Red block and blue block ignored you, they know eachother already and have been having a mini fire fight. Blue
moves in for the kill, as your rocket plows through his defences and destroys his core. Red panics, and flies into the crusher.

One more point. The PA is filled with the sound of amazement as the crowd are in disbelief, "YOU WERE A GONNER!" The
PA rings out through the crowd. He asks you your name just before you start the round. Adding it to a board.

The round begins, Your buddy tries to be eratic and flies up for more upgardes. But you have him now, the patterns are
memorised. You fly up and grab the gun, hammering the shoot button for all you're worth. He crashes and burns. You detach
your cannon and fly to the battling friends. They've teamed up, but never fear. Your star destroyer has it in hand, you unleash a
barrage of missiles, Blue explodes and red is dodging debris and missiles left right and centre. He gets a lucky few shots, it's ok.
You love the faster ships anyways, and dive towards his core. He's done for.

You get the point, the crowd go insane and everyone shakes hands. You go to leave, the guy on the PA stops you and says "we'll
be back soon folks!" as the crowd ramble.

"Well done mate! You're in the finals!" he says.

"What?" you ask, as he moves your name to the final leaderboards..... you walked into a tournament. But you were so caught up
in the adrenaline of this finely master crafter 8 bit shooter that you didn't realise!

THAT IS WHAT THIS GAME DOES TO YOU.

You stand there shaking, it's surreal how much you've got into this game. You enter the tournament, and after everyone gets 2
points, you lose.... but you're still shaking.

The dev shakes your hand and you leave. Still high on adrenaline you walk off into the sunset, ranked 4 on blockships in
London....

And you're dam right I returned the next day to shake that devs hand again for that opportunity.

This is what this game did to me.... and i'm still recovering.. Looks great. Made me jump a few times. This is definitely on the
right track.

I was not a huge fan of the moving mechanics. I hit the trigger to "toggle" movement options, but that didnt seem to change
anything.

Being able to pick stuff up would be great, because it really makes you feel like you are really there when you can pick up
objects.

Other than that I really liked it. Great look and mood.. This is one of those games that I would give a sideways thumb for.

Is it a transparent apology for DW9? Yes.

Is it better than Warriors All Stars? Absolutely.

Does it have anywhere near as much content as Warriors Orochi 3? No. Not at all. I guess I'll break down the pros and cons!

Pros:
- Magic system is pretty fun
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- Good selection of music between DW8 and SW4. (Some key tracks missing, but at least God of War from SW4 is present!)
- It's not DW9
- Runs great, I haven't had a single crash and maybe only a handful of FPS drops. That's running the game at max settings with a
so-so laptop

Cons:
- The moeblob which is Naotora Ii returns. Again. And is somehow even more flanderized than usual. Every other word is
SUMIMASEN
- In a game with like, a billion characters, only giving deified forms to like... 8? Two of which being Zhao Yun and Zhao Yun
Red is pretty disappointing
- Nowhere near as much content as Warriors Orochi 3, way less fanservice-y moments. Which results in most of the cast being
invisible after they are recruited, because there's no side stuff to give them moments.

Overall? If you can get it on sale, go for it. Send a message that DW9 was a horrific abomination that we will never forget.. This
is one of those occasions where the thumbs up or thumbs down system is ineffective in actually articulating how I feel about the
game.

A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX is indeed a Mega Man clone that does enough to such that lacks the jank one might expect form
a small Thailand-based company, in addition to including enough polish to distinguish it from a "mobile" game, though with its
animations and graphical assets, I'm certain it could be ported to Android\/iOS.

If you are a fan of Mega Man and just can't get enough of games of this type, you won't be upset by dropping $10 here,
especially if you enjoy rock-and-roll music. It does not do anything special; it does just enough to be above average.
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